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3D gesture based systems are becoming ubiquitous and there are many mid-air hand gestures that exist for interacting with digital surfaces and displays. There is no well defined gesture set for 3D mid-air hand gestures which makes it difficult to develop applications that have consistent gestures. To understand what gestures exist we conducted the first comprehensive systematic literature review on mid-air hand gestures following existing research methods. The results of the review identified 65 papers where the mid-air hand gestures supported tasks for selection, navigation, and manipulation. We also classified the gestures according to a gesture classification scheme and identified how these gestures have been empirically evaluated. The results of the review provide a richer understanding of what mid-air hand gestures have been designed, implemented, and evaluated in the literature which can help developers design better user experiences for digital interactive surfaces and displays.

1. INTRODUCTION

3D tracking systems in real time allow detecting gestures by humans via their hands and full body to interact with applications (2004). Gesture-based systems are now becoming ubiquitous with devices such as the Microsoft Kinect and Leap Motion which support tracking of hands and full body. With the advent of mixed reality systems such as Microsoft Hololens and Magic Leap, 3D gestures could really become mainstream interaction modes. Some 3D gesture sets have been designed as part of toolkits and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) that work with these devices. We are interested in a subset of 3D gestures that focus on tracking hands known as mid-air hand gestures (e.g. without pens and gloves).

Some example mid-air hand gestures for media playback from the Gestoos Software Development Kit are shown in Figure 1. A backwards gesture to move to the previous track or presentation slide is performed by two hands with a side on 'T' symbol, while the same symbol performed in the opposite direction is a forwards gesture for moving to the next track or presentation slide. A pause or start gesture is performed with a two hand symbol to play music or videos. A close or quit gesture for the current playing track or ending a presentation is performed with a 'T' symbol. A volume up gesture to increase the sound in a track is performed by placing one hand behind an ear. While a volume down gesture for decreasing the sound is performed by placing one finger over a closed mouth.

A common way to define gesture sets for user interfaces is to conduct user-elicitation studies where participants perform gestures for specific tasks. User defined gestures sets have been developed for surface computing (2009), motion gestures for mobile interaction (2011), free-hand TV control (2012), multi-display environments (2012), augmented reality (2013), and single-hand microgestures (2016). However, very few gesture sets exist for mid-air hand interaction. Nor have many of these mid-air hand gestures been empirically evaluated and reported outside of research labs. There is a need to understand what
gestures exist, how to classify gestures, and what gestures work in practice.

To summarize the research we conducted the first comprehensive systematic literature review on 3D mid-air hand gestures following existing systematic literature review methods. Our review aims to present and analyze mid-air hand gesture techniques from the literature. Moreover, the literature review provides a classification of these mid-air gestures and identifies what gestures have been evaluated. The review addresses the following research questions:

RQ1 What mid-air hand gestures exist in the literature?

RQ2 What are the gesture classifications for the identified mid-air hand gestures from the literature?

RQ3 How have the identified mid-air hand gestures from the literature been empirically evaluated?

We first review the existing literature discussing gesture types and classifications, and reviews of gestural interfaces. We then describe the literature review method we used to select and analyze the papers for our review and describe the methodology for analyzing each of the included papers. We present the results and findings of the literature review based on our research questions. Finally, we conclude with some discussions of the results and implications for the design of mid-air hand gestures.

2. RELATED WORK

We begin with describing gesture types and classifications, followed by literature reviews conducted on gestural interfaces.

2.1. Gesture Types and Classifications

Gestures can be used as an input medium for various types of media ranging from mobiles, to tabletops, and to large wall-displays. The interaction techniques can be direct surface touch, mid-air gestures, full-body gestures or a combination of some or all. Some gestures can be assisted through a physical medium such as a pen or a remote control and others only use parts of the human body such as hands or full-body postures. Gesture types are typically for well-defined actions such as confirmation, selection, navigation and modification. For this study we concentrated on mid-air hand gestures as input without the use of any assisted physical mediums.

Aigner et al. (2012) suggested that many designers tend to focus on a 1:1 relationship mapping between the desired system action and the corresponding mid-air hand gesture to execute the action. This leads to multiple and different mid-air hand gestures for the same action rather than a uniform set of gestures. They have conducted a study, which builds upon a gesture taxonomy model by Karam and Schraefel (2005) in order to create a classification model specific to mid-air hand gestures. They have defined five main classes of gestures and two subclasses which resulted in eight gesture types: Pointing, Semaphoric-Static, Semaphoric-Dynamic, Semaphoric-Stroke, Pantomimic, Iconic-Static, Iconic-Dynamic, and Manipulation (see Table 1).

2.2. Reviews and Surveys of Gestural Interfaces

There are different ways in which researchers can reach an understanding of all the literature within a specific domain. A common method is systematic reviews which are used to find out what research has been conducted in a specific domain and then to summarise the findings Gough et al. (2013). This type of research highlights the research trends in a specific domain and the possible gaps for new research to be conducted. Surveys are similar to systematic reviews, but are usually more focused on a specific area within a domain. A state of the art study is performed by researchers exploring novel ideas and current trends. The EPPI Centre Methodology2 is a community concerned with...
the development of the methods used to conduct systematic reviews in the healthcare domain. Systematic Literature Reviews (SLR) are a rigorous and methodical review of current literature within a specific domain or subdomain Biolchini et al. (2007); Kitchenham and Charters (2007). SLRs are not only used as a summary of the research area, but also serves as evidence-based guidelines for researchers. Kitchenham et al. (2009) conducted a SLR to determine how popular SLR’s are within software engineering research as opposed to using an evidence-based software engineering method. The method for conducting SLR’s rests on best practices Kitchenham and Charters (2007).

Some researchers have conducted literature reviews and surveys on gestural interfaces. Erazo and Pino (2015) conducted a literature review and defined a set of operators specifically aimed at the stroke phrase (s-phrase) of mid-air (or touchless) hand gestures. They focused on a specific area of gestures and did not fully discuss the results of their findings from the literature review and did not consider all possibilities for mid-air hand gestures. Shakeri et al. (2014) conducted a SLR on multi-surface (e.g. walls, tabletops, tablets) interactions with geospatial data with the aim to determine which interaction techniques exist in relation to geospatial tasks and activities. They did not consider mid-air hand gestures instead focusing only on devices as input. Liu and Kavakli (2010) conducted a survey on the issues related to multi-model interfaces for computer games and primarily concentrated on speech and hand gestures. Sowa (2008) conducted a survey aimed to provide an overview on advances in hand gesture recognition and comprehension as used in HCI, especially focusing on how users relate to coverable (accompanying speech) gestures in human communication. Wu and Huang (1999) conducted a review of early vision-based gesture recognition techniques and systems, which did not include the ubiquitous devices we see today.

Our analysis identified that there is no recent comprehensive review of existing mid-air hand gestures. To gain a greater understanding of what mid-air gestures with interactive surfaces and displays exist in the literature and to address our research questions (RQ1–3) we conducted a SLR.

### 3. LITERATURE REVIEW: METHOD

We conducted a systematic literature review following existing methods as they have been successfully applied in HCI and Software Engineering Biolchini et al. (2007); Gough et al. (2013); Kitchenham et al. (2009); Kitchenham and Charters (2007). The steps of the review method are now outlined.

#### 3.1. Step 1. Research Process

We performed a search for relevant papers using Google Scholar and keywords, see Table 2. We excluded patents. The keywords included combinations of the following terms: mid-air hand gesture, mid-air gesture, 3D gesture, in-air gesture, freehand/barehand gesture, interaction, pen, touch, touchless, MS Kinect, Leap Motion, Asus Xtion, Creative Senz3D, vicon, and motion capture. Phase 1 of the search used keywords and 35 papers were found. Phase 2 used backward snowballing from the references listed in the papers in Phase 1 and 18 papers were found. Phase 3 used forward snowballing to find citations of the papers from Phase 1 and 12 papers were found. Giustini and Boulos (2013) found that Google Scholar alone was not enough to comprehensively conduct a SLR. For this reason we searched electronic databases (e.g. ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Springer,

### Table 1: Gesture Classification Scheme, defined by Aigner et al. (2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pointing</td>
<td>Used to isolate a specific object or to specify a specific direction, but does not have to be conveyed by just using the index finger can also be conveyed through multiple fingers or a flat palm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semaphoric-Static</td>
<td>Derive meaning from social symbols or etiquette such as thumbs-up for “OK” or a forward-facing flat palm for “STOP.” The symbol can be carried out with one or two hands and is directed at the screen without movement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semaphoric-Dynamic</td>
<td>Similar to semaphoric-static, but are driven by their temporal aspect through continual movement. An example would be the continuous clock-wise motion meaning “ROTATE CLOCKWISE” or the continual flicking of the hand in a sideways motion indicating “NO.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semaphoric-Stroke</td>
<td>Similar to that of semaphoric-dynamic, but differ in that it is a single dedicated stroke. Smartphones and e-readers currently implement this as “NEXT PAGE” or “PREVIOUS PAGE.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pantomimic</td>
<td>Think of a mime actor who combines a series of basic actions to illustrate a task. An example is grabbing a document, moving it elsewhere and then dropping it, all performed as a single action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iconic-Static</td>
<td>Pertain to an image or an icon, such as making a circle by cupping two hands together. This differs to semaphoric-static in that it does not have a social or cultural meaning – it can be used to draw a circle on the screen, convey to open a document or anything else that the designers specified the derived meaning should be.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iconic-Dynamic</td>
<td>Similar to iconic-static, but requires the movement of both hands to form the outlines of an icon such as a triangle.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Manipulation        | Execute a task as the user performs the gesture. An example is the resizing of an object. There is no delay between the time the user performs the gesture and the time that the object’s size gets updated on the screen.
Within the discussion phase, we explained the reasons for excluding the paper from further use. If the paper was excluded, we wrote down the criteria for inclusion or exclusion. If the paper matched our criteria for inclusion or exclusion, we included it in the final list. If the summary information provided enough data to make a decision, we included the paper. However, if the paper did not meet our criteria, we excluded it and gave clear reasons on why it was excluded. Regular meetings were held between all the researchers to discuss the results and then examine the citations of these papers forward snowballing to see if any papers could be included.

### 3.2. Step 2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

A paper was included for evaluation based on one or more of the following criteria: described or proposed a set of mid-air hand gestures, evaluated a mid-air hand gesture set, or compared a set of mid-air hand gestures. Any paper that mentioned mid-air hand gestures, but did not describe or evaluate the gestures were excluded. Our focus was on mid-air hand gestures only. We excluded papers which evaluated mid-air gestures with the aid of devices (e.g., pen or wand) or papers that only concentrated on full body gestures (e.g., feet, legs, and torso). Papers that contained mid-air hand gestures as part of the full body gesture set, were included, but only the mid-air hand gestures parts.

### 3.3. Step 3. Quality Assessment

We each individually analysed and classified the set of papers. The results were updated in an online collaborative spreadsheet. All excluded papers were clearly marked and detailed reasons were given on why a paper was excluded. Regular meetings were held between all the researchers where the mid-air hand gestures were discussed and classifications examined. When there was a disagreement about a classification, we discussed the matter until a consensus was reached on which classification to use for a specific gesture.

### 3.4. Step 4. Data Collection and Analysis

We extracted the initial list of papers and each paper was evaluated as follows.

**Identification and Overview:** We used the title, keywords, publication year, authors, conference title and the paper’s source to identify and differentiate between each. As we evaluated each paper, we wrote a short summary to provide an overview of the research conducted.

**Inclusion or Exclusion:** For each paper we captured the devices they used to perform mid-air hand gestures (if any). This information together with the summary information gave us enough data to decide if the paper matched our criteria for inclusion or exclusion. If the paper was excluded, we wrote an explanation on why the paper was excluded for use within the discussion phase.

**Research Method:** We were interested in knowing what type of research evaluation method was used in carrying out each study, to give an indication of how rigorously the mid-air hand gestures were evaluated. We also captured the input precision of each gesture to differentiate between gestures for low precision (e.g., manipulation of 3D blocks) or high precision (e.g., manipulation of text).

**Snowballing:** At the end of each phase, we discussed the results and then examined the references (backwards snowballing) of each paper to determine if we could include more papers which matched our inclusion and exclusion criteria. We subsequently examined the citations of these papers (forward snowballing) to see if any papers could be included.

**Gestures:** For each paper we included, we captured the specific task that the gesture aimed to perform (e.g., open menu). We categorized each task according to how many hands were involved in performing the gesture (e.g., 1 or 2 hands). Additionally, we classified each mid-air gesture task according to the classification scheme by Aigner et al. (2012), see Table 1. The first level of the scheme is divided into five major classes based on the usage of the gesture while a second level shows physical appearances and properties of each gesture (e.g., static and dynamic). The gesture scheme was adapted for mid-air hand gestures based on work by Karam and Schraefel (2005).

### 3.5. Step 5. Data Coding and Synthesis

To extract codes from the papers, we applied a version of the grounded theory methodology to extract concepts based on Strauss and Corbin (1997). This process involved reading the papers to extract concepts. We coded each data point of the text in the paper that was relevant to the scope of the review. We next read all of the highlighted words, sentences, and expressions and categorized them based on their similarities. This process of generating higher-abstraction level type categories from a set of concepts is called open coding Wolfswinkel et al. (2013). We then created axial codes to represent the relationship and links between categories and their subcategories. For each paper, the analytical coding steps were performed iteratively until theoretical saturation was reached which is when no new information, concept, or relationship emerges from the data. We now present the results from conducting the different steps of the SLR. Table 3 shows the results of the open coding and axial coding steps.

### 4. LITERATURE REVIEW: RESULTS

In this systematic literature review we identified 65 papers and analysed the papers in detail to address
Table 2: Research Process: phase of search iteration, methods applied, and number of papers included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th># Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Search Keywords</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Backward Snowballing of Phase 1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Forward Snowballing of Phase 2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total papers</td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Overview of Papers

Figure 2 shows the area of venue of the papers and publication year. The largest conference venue was CHI which had eight papers (P2, P3, P12, P16, P18, P34, P53, P64). We found 47 papers in other HCI related and regional conferences (e.g. UIST, CHI-EA, ITS, MobileHCI, Interact, AVI, PerDis, NordiCHI, HCI International, UbiComp, Multimedia, OzCHI, GI, CHItaly). We found some papers in other domains: Engineering (4), Graphics (3), Science (2), and Medicine (1). Prior to 2011 there were five papers that focused on mid-air hand gestures. From 2011 and onwards there has been a steady increase of papers. This indicates that 3D sensor devices were more accessible within research groups and probably likely due to low cost devices being available such as the MS Kinect (2010). 2013, 2014, and 2015 shows 16, 19, and 7 papers respectively, then only one paper to date has been found for 2016.

4.2. RQ 1 - Mid-Air Hand Gestures

In order to answer RQ1 of this review, we use the output of the grounded theory process to present a summary of results in Table 3. This table represents three levels of the grounded theory approach: concepts, open codes, and axial codes (categories of open codes). In this section we discuss each of these categories combined with their related codes and concepts in more detail. We discuss the categories in most to least frequent in terms of number of papers per category.

4.2.1. Selection

This category includes concepts related to selecting items, performing executions, selecting control options for media, and confirming selections.

Item: This code refers to how items (including menu items) can be selected. 47 papers focused on item selection gestures. We grouped all gestures together which consisted of highlighting, selecting, and activating an item, as these tasks were considered to be related. One paper focused on mid-air text entry gestures which was grouped under the Highlight concept, as the activation of an item revealed further selectable hot-spots. This was considered to be a different highlight action. Gestures in a different paper focused on the selection of chunks of items and their sub-items by tilting the wrist in a clockwise or anticlockwise direction. All items were activated and highlighted through Pointing gestures, Semaphoric Static/Stroke/Dynamic gestures and Iconic Static gestures. The Cancellation of a selection was achieved predominantly by using Semaphoric Stroke actions.

Command Execution: This code refers to commands that execute a particular action within an application. 15 papers focused on Start and Open commands which were for starting up a system or opening an application. These commands were performed with Pointing, Iconic Static/Dynamic, Semaphoric Static/Dynamic/Stroke gestures. The associated commands included End/Close and Restart/Reset events, which predominantly used Pointing and Semaphoric Stroke gestures. Two papers covered Identification and Authentication commands which consisted predominantly out of Iconic Dynamic gestures as it required the user to draw a letter or a unique pattern in the air. The rest of the commands covered actions such as calling up a Help Menu and Show, Hide, Lock and Unlock actions which consisted of Semaphoric Stroke/Dynamic gestures. One medical paper was able to set measurement callipers using two hands and was performed using a Semaphoric Dynamic gesture.

Media Control: This code refers to actions mainly used to control media for video, audio, and phone. 14 papers focused on gestures for Play, Pause, Skip, Start, Stop, Fast Forward, Go Backward and Record actions. These actions consisted of Semaphoric Stoke and Semaphoric Dynamic gestures. One paper mentioned a gesture for “breaking into” a live message recording which meant that a voice message being left by the sender, could be interrupted by the recipient.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection (179)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 63)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command Execution (61)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media Control: Video, Audio, Phone (54)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confirmation (17)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zoom (29)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Navigation (88)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scroll (25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Move Cursor (15)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pan (10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View Control (9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single Object (SO) (32)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Multiple Objects (7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(# of papers: 2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 3: Mid-Air Hand Gestures Overview – categories, open codes, and concepts extracted from the included papers in this literature review. Numbers in bold parentheses show the number of occurrences of each concept and code from the included papers. |
Confirmation: This code refers to Accept (e.g. yes and agree) and Refuse (e.g. no) actions and included Pointing and Semaphoric Static/Dynamic/Stroke gestures. 12 papers focused on Accept gestures and five papers covered both Accept and Refuse gestures.

4.2.2. Navigation
This category includes concepts related to navigating with an interface such as zooming, scrolling, panning, and moving a cursor around the screen.

Zoom: This code refers to zooming in and out of the view and can be performed by Linear or Circular actions. Linear refers to straight movements such as pushing a hand towards the screen to zoom in. Circular zooming required the user to move their hand in a clockwise direction to zoom in. 18 papers focused on gestures to Zoom in either Linear or Circular and 11 papers covered Zoom Out Linear or Circular gestures. Linear gestures were covered with Semaphoric Stroke / Dynamic gestures whereas circular gestures covered only Semaphoric Dynamic gestures. Three papers used two hands to perform the zooming, where one hand was used to point to the active object and the other controlled the zooming action.

Scroll: This code refers to the scrolling action which allows the user to move between items on the screen (such as photographs or menu items). We found that scrolling was covered on both the horizontal and vertical axes. 17 papers focused on left/right scrolling and eight papers up/down scrolling. Semaphoric Stroke and Semaphoric Dynamic gestures dominated the scrolling action.

Move Cursor: This code refers to moving some form of a cursor on screen. 14 papers created gestures to move the cursor up, down, left and right on the screen. One paper used a cursor in the form of a handlebar, which represents a bar that can be moved around the screen in much the same way a generic cursor can. The default orientation of the Handle Bar is horizontal, but it can be rotated in any orientation. The Handle Bar can be extended to become a much larger cursor. The Handle Bar cursor was mainly used to indicate the pivot point and orientation which influenced other actions such as the axis by which to perform a rotation.

Pan: This code refers to moving the view port to a different part of the screen. Six papers described the panning action of Point and Move, and three papers for Grab and Move. These gestures were performed with Manipulation gestures.

View Control: This code refers to controlling the camera view within a virtual environment or an application. Two papers focused on rotating the view. Two papers used the camera view to zoom in or to pan. One paper focused on moving the camera left, right, up, down, backwards, or forwards. One paper allowed the user to toggle the camera's position between full and 3/4 views. There gestures were performed with either Manipulation or Semaphoric Dynamic gestures.

4.2.3. Manipulation
This category includes concepts related to the manipulation of 2D and 3D objects. We have divided this group into two sections, namely Single Objects and Multiple Objects, as the process of manipulating multiple objects differs to that of Single Objects. The actions are, however, very similar.

Single Object: 16 papers focused on performing rotation, translating, and scaling operations on an object. Other activities included changing the state of an object and extruding an object. One of the papers allowed the user to lock in the rotation's pivot point by making use of a configurable Handle Bar cursor. A different paper allowed the user to point with one hand to where the extrusion height should be limited to. In a virtual environment, one paper allowed the user to change the state of an object such as moving the hand forward to open a window and pulling the hand away from the window object, to close it again. These gestures were performed with Manipulation and Semaphoric Dynamic gestures although a few used Pantomimic gestures which used drag and drop or enclose and drop gesture sets.

Multiple Objects: Two papers focused on manipulating multiple objects at once. Manipulation with multiple objects were similar to that of Single objects, except that all gestures required two hands to perform the task. The scaling gesture was most prevalent followed by selection, rotation, extrude, and alignment gestures. The biggest difference between multiple object and single object manipulation was the ability to align objects and to select which objects were active. All actions consisted of Manipulation gestures and one Semaphoric Static gesture which was used to point to where the extrusion height limit was.

4.3. RQ 2 - Mid-Air Hand Gestures Classification

Table 1 describes a gesture classification scheme by Aigner et al. (2012) which we used to classify the gestures from the papers. Figure 3 shows the results of classifying 485 gestures. The gesture classifications are labelled along the X axis and frequency along the Y axis. The majority of gestures were from the selection category (327 gestures) followed by navigation (109 gestures) and then manipulation (49 gestures). Gestures for selection
were mainly Semaphoric-Stroke and Semaphoric-Dynamic actions; gestures for navigation were mainly Semaphoric-Dynamic and Semaphoric-Stoke actions; and finally gestures for manipulation were performed with Manipulation actions.

**Pointing:** This classification was predominantly used for Selection tasks followed by Navigation tasks. We did not find any Manipulation tasks under the Pointing Classification. This may be due to the nature of Manipulation which changes the physical aspects of the object and is thus not directly related to Pointing.

**Semaphoric Static:** This classification is similar to pointing and covered mostly the Selection tasks and two Manipulation tasks. These two Manipulation tasks used the non-dominating hand to indicate where the limit for object extrusion point should be. We did not place these gestures under Pointing as showing the limit has cultural meaning and therefore we classified them under Semaphoric Static.

**Semaphoric Dynamic:** Gestures within this classification were mostly associated with Selection tasks, but was also used for Navigation tasks. Moving the hand in both directions was used for selecting items, turning devices on and off, handling media controls and confirmation tasks. Some Manipulation tasks included the wave gesture to rotate objects.

**Semaphoric Stroke:** The Selection category was most common within this classification especially for activating menu items and for performing media control tasks such as selecting next and previous items on the screen. Navigation also used semaphoric-stroke gestures for scrolling, zooming, and view control tasks. Manipulation tasks which changed the object’s state also fell under this classification as a door was pushed open or a window was pulled shut.

**Pantomimic:** Not many tasks were associated with the Pantomimic classification. Gestures within the Manipulation category made use of it by grabbing an object, placing it elsewhere and then letting go of it. For zooming in and out under Navigation, the user would grab an item and then pull it away from the screen or grab it and push it toward the screen. Under the Selection category, the user would use two fingers in a scissor-like gesture followed with a downward push for insertion and duplication tasks.

**Iconic Static:** We found only two Iconic Static gestures within the Selection category, where an “O” shape was used to invoke speech recognition and an “L” shape to select an item.

**Manipulation:** The Manipulation category comprised mostly of Manipulation classifications where objects were rotated, translated, scaled, and extruded. For the Navigation category, most of the gestures were used to manipulate the View Control on the X, Y, and Z axes.

We found that most gestures were performed using only one hand (uni-manual) and that less than 20% of the gestures required two hands (bi-manual) to perform an action. Two handed gestures (bi-manual) were mostly used for Semaphoric-Dynamic, Manipulation, and Semaphoric-Stroke gestures. One paper used two hands to perform Pantomimic actions with their Handle Bar concept. A different paper made it possible to select menu items by using either one or two hands and by showing the corresponding finger count that corresponds to the number on a menu item.
4.4. RQ 3 - Mid-Air Hand Gestures Evaluation

We wanted to know what methods were performed to evaluate the mid-air hand gestures, how many people participated in the studies, and what kind of camera detection devices were used.

The papers used a variety of study methods to perform evaluations of the gestures. These study types include elicitation (similar to Wobbrock et al. (2009)), Wizard of Oz (similar to Kelley (1984)), pilot study (performed during design), user study (performed in the lab), and field study (performed in the wild). Figure 4(a) shows the different study methods used. Most papers conducted a user study (36 papers). The number of participants in the user studies ranged from 5–70 and total of 740 participants. Nine papers performed pilot studies, and had a total of 94 participants. Eight papers performed Wizard of Oz studies and had a total of 144 participants. Six papers performed field studies with a total of 1553 participants. Two of these field study papers had a significant number of participants P8 (455) and P39 (approx. 1000). Seven papers performed elicitation studies and had a total of 116 participants. The combined total number of studies conducted was 72 with a combined total of 2647 participants. One paper performed a case study illustrating their techniques on a real application. Five papers did not have any evaluations performed at all. A number of papers performed multiple studies and different types of studies. With regard to different types of studies some papers (P1, P6) performed a Wizard of Oz study followed by a user study or field study, two papers (P27, P35) conducted an elicitation study followed by a user study, and one paper (P34) conducted a user study followed by a field study.

Each of the papers used different devices for tracking and detecting gestures. Figure 4(b) shows the different devices starting from short range to longer range along the X axis. Overwhelming most papers (35 papers) used the MS Kinect\(^\text{3}\). Eight papers (P4, P23, P46, P48, P54, P58, P62, P65) used the Leap Motion\(^\text{4}\) device and five studies were conducted in 2014 and three in 2015. Three papers (P12, P22, P28) used the Creative Senz3D\(^\text{5}\) camera, and these studies were conducted in either 2013 or 2014. Four papers (P2, P7, P11, P37) used motion capturing systems such as Vicon\(^\text{6}\) cameras, and these studies were conducted in 2011 (x2), 2013, and 2014. 16 papers used other devices such as undefined depth sensing cameras, Firefly Point Grey camera, wrist bands, or custom made tracking cameras. One paper (P9) used a MS Kinect in combination with a Game Track device to detect additional features of the hands of participants.

5. DISCUSSION

We conducted a large comprehensive SLR of mid-air hand gestures with interactive surfaces and displays. Related reviews addressed a smaller number of papers, was prior to 2011 (and MS Kinect), or did not present any analysis of their findings.

Most mid-air hand gestures were researched for Item Activation, Zoom and Scroll, Move Cursor and Accept concepts. This indicates that research is aimed towards the most common interaction techniques, perhaps with the aim to augment traditional mouse and keyboard interaction as sensor technology becomes more widely available. It was interesting to see that contrasting concepts such as Accept and Reject, Zoom In and Out, and Scroll Horizontal and Vertical did not yield equal frequencies. This may be due to how research tasks are being constructed for user studies. Not much research has been performed on text manipulation, which may indicate that sensors for mid-air hand gesture interaction are not precise enough yet to cater for this task.

We found two studies which investigated text input. One study (P66) required participants to free-type. Free-type is when the user is able to type on a keyboard without having to look at where the keys are located. The Leap Motion sensors in this study were able to detect finger movements in the air and how they corresponded to the key placements on a keyboard. The second study (P37) that was included, used concepts of mobile phones such as the reduced 9-key keyboard, H4-Mid-Air and QWERTY. P37 had most success with the QWERTY layout at 13.2 WPM (Words per Minute), although input was with only one hand. P66 had a bit more

\(\text{3}\)https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindows/
\(\text{4}\)https://www.leapmotion.com/
\(\text{5}\)http://uk.creative.com/p/web-cameras/creative-senz3d
\(\text{6}\)http://www.vicon.com/
than double the rate at 29.2 WPM, but they made use of both hands and the users were experienced in free-type. Both studies admitted that more research was required in this area which suggests that users are not quite ready to give up their physical keyboards. Since not all users are able to free-type, researchers might want to consider other types of text input such as what P37 explored and may even want to adapt touch screen text entry techniques such as word swipes with predictive wording.

Studies conducted took place in a few distinctive domains including (but not limited to), medical, public display interaction, media content control (drawing, video, music and gaming) and smart object control. The requirements for each domain were significantly different. For example, the medical domain required more finely tuned manipulation of medical displays than what would be expected from public display or media control interactions. There were also significantly less pantomimic gestures which suggest that users are very much embedded in controlling items by means of button pushing such as found with WIMP based interfaces. The gaming industry might be more inclined to try these gestures as it may enhance the interactive and enjoyment experience, but even they need to consider the physical constraints it poses on the human body. For example, a user could easily spend an hour emerged in gameplay using a mouse and keyboard whereas using pantomimic interactions (e.g. throwing item) might cause fatigue.

Gesture classifications showed that Semaphoric Stroke/Dynamic and Pointing classifications are the most widely researched classifications within the Selection and Navigation categories. This would indicate that simplistic gestures are preferred over complex combinations. This may be due to users familiarity of WIMP based interfaces. The least researched classifications were Iconic Static and Pantomimic classifications. This may indicate that gestures within Iconic Static and Pantomimic classifications were too difficult or mentally taxing for users to consider and remember. Most work in this area has been done in the media content control domain where menu selection played a large role. Counting appeared to be popular using different techniques of hierarchy and segmentation and although this could be considered appropriate for large displays in public areas, it seems rather unlikely that this method would be adopted as practical in a business environment, where it could be much quicker to use traditional input methods. Many interactions were also related to executing specific commands such as opening and closing of content. These are similar actions seen on menu bars in an application, suggesting a gradual intention to move away from the traditional input methods rather than a complete redesign of the current look and feel of applications. Several studies were aware of the practicality of gestures in regards to the physical space available to make the gesture and possibly the embarrassment that may accompany it when performing the gesture. These studies concentrated on subtle hand movements where finger pinching and sliding proved successful. Having said that, these studies did require special sensors to pick up the subtle muscle movements of the hand. These types of research may prove to be more practical for the business environment where discretion is expected or where the user is unable to make elaborate gestures. It was interesting to see that one study attempted to use mid-air gestures for authentication control (P22) and that they were rather successful with it.

Although most smart object papers were excluded, such as ones that used motion capturing systems like Vicon cameras, which suggests that users are starting to move away from the concept of controlling everyday objects (such as lights in a room) via intermediary equipment (such as switches and remote controls). If more everyday object interaction is via mid-air gestures, then it could make the concept of controlling displays with these gestures seem more usable without the use of keyboards and mice.

Evaluations of mid-air hand gestures showed that the majority of the papers performed a user study from 2011 onwards and used a MS Kinect. Four papers used large expensive setups such as motion capture to detect gestures. Half of the “other” category used devices that existed before the Kinect. While some of the newer papers from the “other” category used devices such as wrist bands or cameras built into TVs, and the Leap Motion.

6. CONCLUSION

Understanding what mid-air hand gestures exist can help designers build better user experiences for interactive surfaces and displays. We conducted a comprehensive systematic literature review on mid-air hand gestures and identified 65 papers. To answer our research questions, we analyzed all of the papers using open coding to extract categories and concepts related to mid-air hand gestures, and classified each of the gestures. Our findings showed that mid-air hand gestures have primarily been designed for selection, navigation, and manipulation tasks. For selection the main types of gesture classifications were performed using Semaphoric-Stroke, Semaphoric-Dynamic, and Pointing actions, while for Navigation it was Semaphoric-Dynamic and Semaphoric-Stoke actions, finally manipulation was...
performed with Manipulation actions. We identified the types of evaluations that were performed on these gesture sets and found that surprisingly only a small amount of gestures have been evaluated and most within a research lab setting. In order for mid-air hand gestures to become ubiquitous more evaluations are required to understand what gestures are effective for what tasks.
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